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To His ]Exeelle_ey, Joseph D, .Bedle, Governor oJ ths Slals of _,rew

Jersey, and 2resident of the .Board of Managers of the State

Geological Survey :

SIR--I have the honor herewith to submit my annual report ou

the operations of the Geological Survey for the year 1876.

With high respect, your obedient servant,

GEO. H. 00OK,

State Geologist. 1
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REPORT.

INTRODUCTION.

The Geological Survey of :New Jersey has, from its first organiza-
tion, had for its work a much wider field than belongs to the science
of Geology. It has taken notice of our natural and indigenous pro-

ducts, mineral and vegetable, and, besides describing them, haspointed out their uses and economical applications. In this way, it
has been an important agent in helping forward that extraordinary
development of our population and wealth which has been going on
for the past few years. Its work is still in the same direction, and
while new objects of study and new uses for our products come up
every year, it endeavors to select from them those which are of most
pressing importance at the present time. The work of the Survey
during the year 1876 has been as follows:'

1. Exhibit of the Geological Survey of New Jersey at the Cen-
tennial.

2. Exhibit of New Jersey woods, soils and natural fertilizers in the
New Jersey agricultural exhibit.

3. Arrangement, of the Centennialoollections for permanent exhibi-
tion in the Geological :Rooms at the State House, Trenton.

4. "Making surveys for topographical maps of upper and lower Pas-
saic water-sheds.

5. Analyses, and examinations of water from all parts of the State.
6. Examinations and studies for the geology and chemistry of the

fire and potters' clays.
7. Miscellaneous work in furnishing information in answer to

inquiries regarding various natural products.
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ASSISTANTS.

Prof. J. C. Smock, Assistant Geologist, has been engaged chiefly

with the Centennial exhibits and catalogues, and with the geology
and topography of the clay region.

Mr. E. H. Bogardus, Chemist, has been constantly occupied in
analyzing waters, minerals, fertilizers and ores.

George W. Howell, Engineer, has been engaged for two months in

surveying, leveling and describing ponds, streams and lines of ele-
vation.

Wm. F. Gregory, Surveyor, was engaged for about six weeks in a

topographical survey of the P_ockaway and Pequanaook valleys.

Wm. E. King, Engineer, was engaged for six weeks in levelling foi
the surveys on the Pequannock and :Roekaway.

Win. R. Whitehead and George Me0. Taylor, students of engineer-

ing, surveyed and mapped Bear Swamp, near Trenton.
Messrs. E. A. Reiley and 1%.A. Meeker, students, have rendered

valuable service in preparing and arranging specimens for the Cen-

temfiahFred. A. Canfield, M. E., has given special attention to the exhi-
bition at the Centennial of our rarest and most beautiful minerals.

EXPENSES.

The expenses of the y_ar have been kept considerably within the
appropriation.

EXHIBIT OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY AT TIIECENTENNIAL.

The exhibit at theCentennial was made on the "allotted flora' space,
four spaces each, 14 feet by 8 feet, with passage on all sides, in the

Main Exhibition Building, located," just north of Column T 70, near

the southeast corner of the bnilding. The specimens were arranged

in eight cases, two on each space, standing with their backs together,
and with high tablets between for the exhibition of the maps of the

survey. The effort was made to show full and correct specimens of
the results of the survey in all its departments.

A catalogue of the exhibit was prepared and printed, which gave

name and short description of four hundred and twenty-six spsci-
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mens h'om the various geological formations of the State; sixty-

eight specimens of choice and beautiful mhlera]s; thirty-six specl-

mens of building stone, roofing slate, flag stone, limes, cements, &c. ;
two hundred and fifty-seven specimens of iron ore ; twenty specimens

of zinc ore; six specimens of copper ore; twenty-six specimens of

potters' clays and glass sands ; ten specimens of bary_a, manganese,

and other usefld natural products ; twenty-two specimens of iron and

zinc from :New Jersey ores; twenty or more specimens of fire-brick,

pottery, alnm, glass, &c., from State products; a collection of
characteristic fossils from all the geological formations; twenty-four

maps; a model of the zinc mine and vein at Franklin Furnace, and

the publications oi the Geological Survey, in an octavo volume.. The

preparation of this exhibit me_ the hearty approval of all, and it is

to the active efforts and co-operation of the State officials that it

owes its completeness. Hun. Lewis Perriee, Quarter-master General,
and Samuel (3. Brown, Esq., :President i_Tew Jersey Centennial

Commission, in particular, have given a great deal of time and labor

to make this exhibition of State products creditable and pleasing.

/ Valuable and unique specimens were loaned to the exhibition by
Fred. A. Canfield, M. E., of Dover, Iq. J., by the New Jersey Ziec

Company, by the Fassaic Zinc Company, and by Rutgers College.

Joseph F. Talson, of Jersey City, took great pains to make his col-

lection of minerals, from Bergen Hill, perfect and handsome.

The following is the Centennial Commissioners' award for the
exhibit :

"The United States Centennial Commission has examined the report

of the Judges, and accepted the following reasons, and decreed an

award in conformity therewith :

"GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF NEW JERSEY.

'PROF. GEO, If. COOK I STATE GEOLOGIST.

'2epor_--Large, well selected and well arranged collections, show-

ing (1) all the rocks of the various formations known in New Jersey,

including the potters' clay and the green sand ; (2) the ores of iron
and zinc, and the products of their metallnrglcal treatment; (3)

the building stones; (4) a fine collection of the rare crystalline
minerals of the State ; (5) plans illustrating the mode of occurrence

of the magnetic iron ores, a model of the Franklin Furnace zinc
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mine, and the geological maps published by the State Survey; the
whole giving a very complete and most instructive view of the

scientific and economic geology of New Jersey.
'T. STERRY HUI_T.

JJUDGES.

' PROF. FREI_ERI('K PRIME, JIL, ]_[lt. ISAAC LOWTIHAN BELL,
_eeretary. Prcsidem., Great Britain.

ALEXANDEn.L. HOLLEY, _[n. EnNST F. ALTHANS_ Germany.
PROF. J. M. SAFFORD. MR. l,. SIMONIN, [,'vance.
_. B. AXTELI,. _in. F. VALTO.N', l"rauce.
JOIIN FRITZ, I{,ICtIARD AKERMAN, Sweden.
AUSTIN _AVAGE, l_,[IL AmIILLE .J'OTTIIAND, ]{elgiunh
W. S. KEYES, M.E.. MR. L. INleHOLSK't', Russia.
MATTIIEW ADDY, _IR. NICIIOLAS JOSSA, B.uzsla.
PROF. t_-. C. BROAIUIEAD, PROF. t)n. 'l'h. _JHRULF_ Norwl%y.' "
DON DANIEL l)E (7ORTAZAR, Spain.

The exhibit was examined by thousands of visitors from all parka

of the world ; ami we believe this public exhibition of our natural
products and resoarces is, and will continue to be, beth creditable

and profitable.

At the close of the Centennial Exhibition, the specimens and cases

were returned to Trenton, and are now arranged for permanent

exhibition itJ the museum of the Geological Survey. The catalogue
is to be printed in the report of the Centeunial Commissioners to the

Legislature of New Jersey.

AGRICULTURAL EXHIBIT.

The Geological Survey furnished specimens of soils, s]lb-soils,
marls, and other natural fertilizers, and a collection of all the woods

grt;,vit_g in New Jersey, for this collection, which was exhibited in

Agri('ultural Hail, at E 17 and 18. It contained samples of one

hundred and fourteen soils and sub-soils, representing the kinds
tbund on the several geological formations, aud from all parts of the

State. Seventy-nine greensand marls, four calcareous marls, and

seventeen fertilizers, as shells, lime, muck, &c.

These specimet_s were exhibited in glass bottles, enough of each

being put, in to show its characteristic appearu,ce. They represent.
very fully the greensand marls and miocene marls in nearly all their
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more common forms, as found in the clay marls, in the lower, middle

and upper marl beds, and in the miocene localities. The soils of the
marl region were also well represented by good and fidrly average

specimens, showing all the varieties of soil found in that part of
the State. From northern New Jersey we have a few good soils,

typical of large areas of some of our best and most productive laud.
These make the nucleus of a collection which will represent all the

varieties of soil found within our limits, and they arc all good speci-
mens for chemical examinations and study.

Of the woods there were seventy-two species, brought from one

hundred different localities, and each specimen was represented in

three sections, one being cut crosswise, one lengthwise, and the third
aslant. It is a finn collection of native woods.

At the close of the exhibition these specimens were retnrned to

the museum of the Geological Survey at Trenton, for permauent,

exhibition, and are now arranged there. There are duplicates of

many of the specimens, Which can be exchanged or given to insti-

p tutious of science and learning.

TRIGONOMETRICAL SURVEY OF THE STATE.

The work of triangulating the State, and determining the precisn

latitude of marked geographical points in different, parts of tip. State,
has been continued through the year. It is done by the United

States Coast Survey, and at the expense of the general government,,
and at the same time it is done with the object of facilitating and

making more complete the work of our Geological Survey.
There are uow selected nine primary and three secondary stations,

located in :New Jersey, mostly on mountain peaks in the middlu and

northern part of the State, connecting with stations ah'eady deter-
mined in former coast survey work in the middle and southern part

of the State, and extending into :New York on the northeast, and

into Pennsylvania on the southwest, to connect with similar surveys
in progress in those States.

These stations are from ten to thirty miles apart, and the work of

the past season has been very trying on account, of the unusual

prevalence of extreme heat and hazy weather. There have been

weeks together in which the signals could not be seen at the distance
of ten miles, and it, was not, uucommon, even when the air w,'mclear,
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to find it so unsteady from hot and cold currents that observations

couht not be made. As each angle has to be measured at ]e_t sev-

enty-U_'o times, and the me_nremente must all agree within 5" ot
each other or be rejected, it will readily be tmderstood the work

must go on very slowly• Its accuracy is such. however, as to pay ,,
for tlle labor bestowed. An inaccuracy of two inches on the length

of _ side eighteen miles long could probably be detected.
This work is needed now; we find immediate use for it in the

construction of our topographic maps, which are to be used iu locat-
i,g lines for raih-oads, roads, lines of water supply, and drainage.

And this coast, survey work, in aid of ours, is looked upon with

great satisfaction.

The triangulation map of the Stal:e is herewit, h submitted.

DRAINAGE.

The dndnag_ of the Great Meadows on tile Peqneet, in Warreu

is still iu progress. The outlet is fieished, _nd a greatcount)',

nnmber ofstumps,logs,and otherobstrnetioushave been takenfrom
the bed of thestreaminthe meadows. As soonasthe outletwas

opened,the bed of thestream began toloweras much as bileoutlet

had beencutdown, and thedeepenedchamlelcontinuedtowork its

way up stream, and it has really worn backwards for a half mile or
more in this way; and the bed of the stream has nearly the same

slope that it had before, but several feet lower. The effect of this in

draining the meadows is moat, gratifying; the ground is 6ryiug and

becoming solid, so that cattle can pasture on it, and rich sweet

grasses arc taking the place of rushes and wild grass. It promises

to be a perfect success. There is some delay just now by the
damming of the stream to allow the dredge to float in clearing out

_t side dRch, but this will soon he removed, and the channel left open

Ibr the action of the winter and spring floods.
It is unfbrtunate that the work is delayed and its cost increased by

prolonged arid expensive litigation. This, it is hoped, will soou be
settled, and the work of carrying out this great improvmnent be

comldeted and made useful.
Tile drainage ol the wet lands of the Faseaio above Little Falls

has not yet begne. There is difficehy in getting money in the

present state of business in th_ country, but it is to be hoped some

k_
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means will be devised for carrying it out and securing its great

advantages.

The Bear Swamp, through which the Pennsylvania railroad passes
on the line, about three mile_ east of Trenton, is an unsightly and

discreditable piece of property. It' it were drained so as to make it

available for pasturage, meadow or cultivation, it would add to our

agricultural wealth and remove an ugly blotch fl'om one of the most
conspicuous places in the State.

The swamp has been surveyed, and levels taken to find tlle most

convenient place for drains. The map submitted to tile Board shows
the location of the swamp in its relation to h!Iount'sand Whitehead's

mills, and to the Assanpink and Mirey :Run. Its area is seven hun-

dred acres. There is nine feet fall in the Assanpink from the foot of

Mount's dam to the water surface iu W.hitehead's mill pond, and the
distance is one and five-sixths miles. The swamp along the railroad

is also nine feet above Whitehead's pond. A good ditch, four feet

wide and three feet deep, for a mile along tile railroad through the

swamp, and then a ditch, three feet deep and seven feet wide, run-ning northwest from the railroad tbr a half mile to the Assanpink,
would 5_rnish a sufficient outlet for the water and soon dry tlle

swamp. The Assanpink is tolerably clear, though some few obstruc-

tions from stumps, logs, brush and sand-bars, might have to be
removed. The cost of these main _litches should not exceed two

dollars an acre, and probably not half that slim.

WATER SUPPLY.

The subject of a supply of pure water lbr our large towns and

cities has been alluded to in former reports. This year it has been

further examined, and the results are herewith submitted. They are
somewhat more specific and local than they would otherwise have

been, on account of the circumstances under which they were

collected. In the early part of the summer, a meeting was held in

.Newark to consider the question of water supply for the cities and

towns in the counties of Hudson, Passaic, Essex, Union, and parts of

Bergen and Middlesex. At this meeting the State Geologist, and
others from outside the district, had been invited to be present and

to take par_ in the proceedings. A committee was appointed, con-

sisting of the mayors of Newark, Jersey City, Hoboken, Bayonne,
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Orange, Bloomfield and l_Iontclair, who were instructed to collect,

more definite information upon tile subject, aml for that, purposs to

ask the Board of Managers of tile State Geological Survey for their
help. The application was made to Ggvernor Bedle, President of thu

Board of Managers, and with his approval this work was done. The ,,
public importance of it will be appreciated when is is considered that,

the country interested in this investigation includes all that pars of
t120 State between the Hudson river and the First Mountain, and
fi'om a line north of Paterson and Hackensaek to the Raritan river.

With an area of four hundred and eight square miles, it, has a

population of four hundred and fifty-six thousand, and is increasing
rapidly in inhabitants and in weahh, and from its location near the

great commercial centre of our country, it, must continue' to attracl,

a large share of the capital aM industry of tile State. All abundant

supply of pure ned wholesome water is indespensable to the proper

devdopment of the advantages of this favored district.
The present supply for Newark and Jersey City is drawn from the

Passaic river near Belleville. This stream receives the sewage from •
Paterson, a city of near forty thousand inhabitants. The recent 11
clearing of the channel above Newark, by the United States

Government, has given more freedom to the tidal movement of the

water, _o that s:dt water from the bay and sewage from Newark may

flow further np the stream than they formerly did. On account, of

thes¢.' circumstances, there has been much doubt expressed as
to whether this water was suitable and safe to be used for

household purpos_, and hence the inquiry.
In carrying out the investigation, we first, submitted the various

samples of water to analysis, as follows :
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The samples of water were collected in t,he dryest season of the

year, when the flow of the streams is the smallest, and of course

when impurities in water are least diluted. The results are given

in millionth parts, as upon the whole most convenient. They may

be turned into parts in a gallon by dividing them by 17.1. The
quantities in any case are very small, the whole of the solid matters

in a barrel of the most impure water analysed being less than an
ounce.

The first column gives the weight of the dry matter left after

evaporating one million parts of the water at a boiling heat.

The second column shews the weight of the ash or mineral matter
left from burning the dry residue of the first column.

The third column gives the weight of the free ammonia in the

water when it was first collected. This may come from the air or

from matters decomposing in the water. A little is fmmd in
rala water, but any considerable quantity gives reasonable cause for

suspicion of contamination. Corfield says if it amounts to one in a
million of water, is must be condemned.

The fourth column gives the weight of albuminoid ammonia. _.
This is the animal or vegetable substance in water which, in

putrefying, finally forms free ammonia. It is ill animal and

vegetable substances, and in the filth from them; and in certain

stages of their decay or putrefaction, is unwholesome and dangerous.

Theflflh column gives the amount of chlorine. This is one of the

elements of common salt. It is not in the least injurious, but it is

not a constituent of pure water. It is always found in the excreta

of animals, and its presence in water to much amount is a proof of
contamination by sewage. A very little of it is to be found in our

mountain streams, much more of it in the streams flowing through a

cultivated country, and most in those upon which towns and cities
are located.

The sixth column shows the amount of sulphuric acid. This is

not particularly injurious, hut it is of interest to those who use the

water for making steam er for manufi_cturlng purposes, and its

amount, compared with that of the chlorine, helps to determine the

origin of impurities in water, as will appear further on.

The seventh column gives the amount of lime. This is one of the
chief constituents of hard water. It is not unwholesome in small

quantities.
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The eighth column contains the weight of the magnesia. In the

quantities found in these waters, it is probably not unwholesome.

If the lime and magnesia together amount to forty parts or more

in a million parts of water, it is called hard water ; if less than forty,
it is soft water.

The sulphate of lime forms a hard scale in boilers if present in
much quantity.

It should be remarked, in regard to water analyses, that there is

great difference of opinion as to their value. Formerly, the chief

part of the chemical examination was to determine the kind

and amount of mineral matter in the water, but longer experience
has .shown that this is of minor importance, both hard and soft

waters being wholesome enough if they are otherwise pure. At the

present time, the leading object of the chemist is to determine

whether water is free from waste or decaying animal and vegetable
substances, and in particular whether it is free from such as contain

nitrogen and are capable of undergoing a kind of putrefactive

i decomposition. Such substauces, in the course of their decomposi-tion, yield different products, with more or less active properties,
and finally yield ammonia, or nitric acid. Under the head of albu-

minoid ammonia it is intended to include those substances containing

nitrogen, but which have not yet been decomposed so as to yield
ammonia, or nitric acid. Wanklyn, an English chemist, has devised

processes for determining free and albuminoid ammonia, which, in

some conditions, are of astonishing nicety, and they have been very
generally accepted and adopted by chemists. They have been used in

preparing the resnlts in the table of analyses here given. They are
eatisfactory for the free ammonia, but not for the albuminoid

ammonia. In our trials upon water containing known quantities of
urea in water, we could not get uniform results, nor detect more

than a small part of the urea added. Urea is the important sub-
stance sought in the analyses, and it contains the elements which

constitute albuminoid ammonia, but it is not accurately found; and

there is nothing better at present.

Some points may however be made out, from the analyses. From

those of Jersey City and Newark waters, compared with those from

farther up the Passaic, it is plain that the water supplied to those
cities contains three or four times as much mineral matter as that

from farther up stream. A comparison of the amounts of chlorine

2
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showstw,,ntvormoretimesasmuch intheJerseyCityand Newark
watersas :n dmse fromtheupperPassaic;but as thetideflows
freelyup from Newark Bay toa longdistanceabovethewater
workspump-houses,itleavesitsomewhatuncertainwhetherthe
impurity is sewage or salt water from the Bay.

For comparison, some of the constituents in one million parts of
sea water ;_ndof urine are here given :

TABLE.

t

_.-; _j ".2 :_
_, -5 _ =-5 "_

2C = _ 0 ----" -_ = _O
-- .m --

Sea war,,," .... 353110. 19266. ' 2276. 671. 1475.

lTrine...... 4320. 1241, 2'24. 212.

The analysis or' sea water is taken from Bischof's Chemical
Geology. It {s the average of analyses of nine specimens of water
collected from as many different and remote places in the Atlantic
:and Pacific oceans. The different samples are remarkably like each

other in composition and strength.
The analysis of urine is taken from Watts Dmtmnaxy of Choral.try,

and is probably a lair average, though different samples must of
course vary widely with the food, mode of living, and health of
individuals.

Now, by comparing the ratio of chlorine and sulpburic acid in
No. 1 with the same in No. 7, the conclusion can safely be reached

that the impurity is part salt water and part sewage, and that the
waters 1-6, wllieh are samples taken at high tide, low tide, and
mixed in the reservoirs, are decidedly impure.

A comparison of 7 with 8--that is, of the water below Paterson
and Dundee--wlth that above Little Falls, shows only a difference
in the amount of chlorine, there being nearly twice as much in the
former as in the latter, and it has undoubtedly been contaminated

by sewage.
This conclusion can also be satisfactorily reached by testimony.

There is, a_ the present time, along the Passaic from Paterson to
Belleville, and located on a surface of not more than twenty square
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miles, a population of very uenrly fifty thonsund--a population
which has more than doubled within the last twenty years, and
which has every prospect of continuing to increase for a long time
to come, This population is largely engaged in manufactures, and
the whole of the waste and filth from the factories, and all tile

sewage from houses, finds its way into the river, in addition to
this the manufacturers' waste, and most of the sewage from Newark
and Belleville, with a population of one hundred and twenty-six
thousand, are emptied into the river ; below the pumps, it is true,
but the flood tide carries this polluted water up stream for a long dis-
tance, as far up as the pumps certainly, as the analyses show. This
pollution of the water is, from the rapid increase of population,
growing worse every year.

Water contaminated by filth and sewage, however offensive it may
be, is not always, or even generally, poisonous. But it is never safe
to be used for domestic purposes. In hot weather the organic
matters in it decompose rapidly, producing new and. unwholesome
substances, which frequently are the causes of sickness and death.
Diseases such as typhoid fever, cholera, &c., are conveyed in drink-
ing water to an extraordinary extent, and exposure to air and oxida-
tion destroys them very slowly. Even freezing does not always
destroy organic poisons in water.

Every physician can cite cases in which well water, contaminated
by soakage from privies and tess-pools, has been the active cause of
sickness and death.

A few instances, to show the effects of water polluted by organic

and rapidly decomposing substances, are selected from the mass of
testimony that has been collected upon this subject.

In the transactions of the New Jersey State Medical Society for
1863, is a report by Dr. Thomas F. Cullen, of Camden, on the " Ken-
sington Diarrhcea." He says:

" Persons only were affected with this disorder who drank of the
water eupplied hy the works formerly owned by the district of Ken-
sington, in the upper portion of the city of Philadelphia.

"The water supplying this reservoir is taken from the Delaware
river, near where a creek and culvert empties into it, receiving the
filth from numerous privies, sinks, culverts, &c., in a thickly settled
and filthy manufacturing portion of the city. Of the residents so
supplied with water very many were affected with diarrhoea, and
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many fatal cases occurred. The attention of the authm-itiee of Phila-

delphia being called to this fact, this supply of water was cut off, and

a supply from the Schuylkill substituted, during which time there
was a subsidence of the disease--no new cases occurring and the

majority of those sick recovering. _,
"On account of an accident to the Schuylkill works the Ken-

sington works again opened, when a return of the disease followed.

" Many of the citizens of Camden are called by their business to

that part of Philadelphia, where they remain all day, the mechani-
cal nature of their business making large draughts of water neces-

sary to their comfort. Among this class of our citizens we found

many cases of the K_msington diarrhoea, the symptoms of which are
diarrhcea, loss of appetite, great thirst, muscular debility; which

symptoms, after continuing from a few days to a few weeks, become
more severe, with a dry and cracked tongue, cool skin, contracted

and leaden-bued, cramps in extremities and abdomen, discharges of

a soap-suds character, or perfectly colorless, and very frequent. In

fact, in a bad or neglected case all symptoms are present of Asiatic
cholera_ and the surprise to the practitioner, when called, is that the

patients insist, in many instances, on their having been in nearly
that condition for the past six, twelve, twenty-four or thirty-six

hours, which in fact he cannot at first believe, and does not until he

finds them: remaining in the same state for twelve or twenty-four

hours longer, in spite of vigorous treatment. * * * Some few
fatal cases have occurred in Camden.

" It has been denied by some persons that this disease was the
result of the water used, but patients of mine who have suffered

from it have proved the falsity of the assertion by carrying their

daily allowance of water with them for some time, daring which

time they maintained perfect health, but becoming careless again
resorted to the supply there and were again attacked in the same

way."
There was a very sudden and severe outbreak of typhoid fever at

St. Mary's Hall, Burlington, in the beginning of the winter of 1874.
The first case occurred on the 4th of December, and before the 20th

of the month there were eighty cases. Sixty remained in the insti-

tution, and were all cured. Of the twenty who went away to their

friends five died very soon, and two others after lingering for six
months. The cause of the disorder was a polluted water supply.
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A large well mcelved its supply from the Delaware, and the water

was pumped from this for the use of the establishment. Adjoining
the well was a large cess-pool, lined with brick and cement, in which
the cement had decayed, and allowed a leakage from the cess-pool

to the well, by which the water was poisoned. As soon as the
cause was known the proper remedies were applied, and the disease

was stopped.

The disorder was entirely confined to the young ladies attending

the school. Teachers and servants who drank tea and coffee only

escaped the sickness altogether.

A similar case occurred at Lake _:[ahopac, in Putnam county, New
York. This beautiful lake in the Highlands, five hundred feet above

tide water, at head of Croton river, with abundance of pure water

and fresh and invigorating air, is a popular place of summer resort.

It is easy of access from New York, and large numbers of citizens

go there during the hot weather. A favorite boarding house there

wss supplied with water from the lake, through all earthen pipe,

D which conducted it into a large brick cistern, and from that it waspumped to all parts of the building. The increased patronage of'

the house called for its enlargement. A steam engine was put in to

drive the pump, and a new reservoir, connecting with the old one, to

supply it with water. Still later, a larger engine and reservoir were
constructed, and the old one fell into disuse, but its connections with

the drlnking-water cistern was not cut off. In the summer of 1871,
some cases of typhoid fever, and more of diarrhoea and vomiting,

occurred among the guests and occupants of the house. It was

found that the disused reservoir received some of the kitchen slops,

and that this accidental drainage had rendered it very filthy, and

the water from this had flowed back and into the drinking water
cistern, contaminating the whole water supply of the house. The

reservoir was thoroughly cleansed and the trouble ceded, and being
kept clean during the succeeding year the household was entirely

exempt from sickness. Io 1873 disease appeared again among the

guests, but it was tbund that this originated from neglect to clean
the reservoir, and on this being attended to the disorders ceased.

In 1874 the proprietorship of the house was changed, and it was

opened in the latter part of June with some five hundred guests and

attendants. Several of the guests were attacked with disorders of
the bowels before the end of" the month. Extreme hot weather
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came oil, the disordm's became violent, and typhoM fever set in.

Five persons died. The case was again investigated. The connec-

tion of the old reservoir, defiled with slops and drainage fi'om the
kitchen, was tbund to be still open to the cistern which supplied the
}muse, and from thence the contamination and sickness came. The

whole water arrangement was thoroughly cleansed at once, the old "

reservoir filled up, and the drainage safely provided for. The cause

of sickness being removed, the place is now as healthy as ever.
The fact that cold wcatlwr, and even ice, does not always affect

the organic impurities in water, or destroy their active properties, is

well shown in a report from Dr. A. 71. Nichols, of Rye Beach, N. I:l., 11
published in the Sanitarian for August, 1876. At, the beginning of
the season of 1875 the guests at one of the hotels there were very

generally affected by continued though mild digestive disorders.

The attacks were characterized by "giddiness, nausea, vomiting,

diarrhea, and sevm'e abdominal pain, accompanied by fever, loss of

appetite, continued indigestion, and mental depression." It was
soon found that sickness was confined to a single house. After

much fruitless inquiry and investigation it was ascertained that the

ice supply tot this house was not obtained from the same source with
the other houses there. It was cut from a flooded marsh, where the

water was about two feet deep, and the water was supplied from a
_mall saw mill stream, which brought down and deposited in the

pond large quantities of saw-dust,. This was found to be rotting,

offensive in smell, and to be contaminating all the water of the pond.
The use of the ice was at once discontinued, and no more sickness

occurred. It should be observed that the pond formerly had free

opening to the sea, and the water was not stagnant, but had become
so by the obstruction of the channel with stones and sand, which

were driven in by storms.

An interesting case, illustrating the extreme difficulty of purifying
water which has once been contaminated by the germs of disease, is
given in the June number of the Journal of the London Ghemieal

Society. It is in a paper by Dr. E. Frankland, " On some points in
) IIthe analyses of 1otable waters. He says :

"The researches of Chauveau, Burdon, Sanderson, Klein, and

others, scarcely leave room tot doubt that the specific poisons of the

so-called zymotic diseases consist of organized and living organic

matter, and it is now certain that water is the medium through
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some, at least, of these diseases are propagated. It is evident,

therefore, that an amount of exposure to oxyd]zlng influences, which

may resolve the dead organic matters present h_ water into innocu-
ous mineral compounds, may, and probably will, fail to affect those

constituents which are endowed with life. Indeed, instances are not

wanting illustrative of the persistency of the typhoid and other

similar poisons when they are diffused in water and then exposed to
oxydizing influences. One of the most striking of these occurred at

the village of Lausen, near Basel, Switzerland. It was investigated

with much care and skill by Dr. A. H_gler, of Basel. In this

healthy village, which had never within the memory of man been

visited by epidemic typhoid, and in which even a single sporadic

ease had not occurred for many years, there broke out, in August,
1872, an epidemic which simultaneously attacked a large proportion

of the iuhabitants. About a mile south of Lausen, and separated

froru it by the mountain or ridge of the Stockhalden, which is

probably an old moraine, from the glacial epoch, lies a small paral-

lel valley, the Fiirlerthal. In an isolated fnrm house, situated in

this valley, a farmer, who had just returned frmn a long journey,

was attacked by typhoid fever on the ].0th of June. During the
next two months three other cases occurred in the same house, viz. :

a girl, who was attacked on the 10_h of July, and the farmer's wife,

and their son, who sickened in August. The inhabitants of Lausen

were entirely ignorant of what had occurred at this solitary moun-

tain farm, which was cut off from all commuDioation with the rest of
the world, when, on the 7th of August, ten of the villagers were

suddenly struck down by typhoid fever, whilst during the next nine

days the number of cases had already increased to fifty-seven, out of

a population of seven hundred and eighty persons, living in ninety
houses. In the first four weeks the number of cases reached one

hundred (or above twelve per cent. of the population), and altogether,

\ to the close of the epidemic at the end of October, one hundred and
thirty, or seventeen per cent. of the population, were attacked,

besides fourteen children who were infected at Lausen (luring their
summer holidays, and became ill after their return to schools in
other localities.

"The fever cases were pretty equally distributed throughout the
entire village, but those houses, six in number, which were supplied

h'om their own private wells, and not from the public fountains,
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were entirely exempt. This remarkable difference naturally led to

a suspicion that the public water supply was connected with the

cause of the epidemic, although the apparently immaculate source

of this supply seemed to negative any such suspicion. The water

came from a spring situated at the foot of the adjacent Stockhalden
ridge. It was there received in a tank lined with brickwork, and

carefnlly protected from pollution, nevertheless a careful investiga-

tion into tile source of this spring placed beyond all doubt the origin

of the infection. Tea years previously it had been proved that direct

water communication, through the intervening mountain, existed

between the spring and a brook in the F/irlerthnl, flowing past the
lhrmhouse in which the typhoid cases occurred. At that time there

was spontaneously formed, by the giving way of the soil at a short

distance below the farmhouse and close to the brook, a hole about

eight feet deep and three feet in diameter, at the bottom of which

a moderate stream of clear water was observed to be flowing. As

an experiment, the whole of the brook water was now diverted into
this hole, at the bottom of which it entirely disappeared, but in an

hour or two the spring at Lausen, at that time nearly dry'from _ k,
tong drought, overflowed with an abundance of water, which was
turbid at first, but afterwards clear, and this continued until t.he

Fiirler brook was again confined to its bed. It was, however, after-
wards noticed that whenever the meadows below this hole were

irrigated with the water from the Fiirler brook, the volume of the
Lausen water supply became greatly augmented a few hours after-

wards. Now this irrigation, practised every year, was carried on

in the summer of the epidemic fi'om the middle to the end of July,

the brnnl_ being polluted by the dejections of the typhoid patients,
for it wa_ i_ .lirect communication with the closets and dung heaps

o[ thu il_Ibutcd lmase, whilst all the chamber slops were emptied

directly intv it, and the dirty linen of the patients winched ia it.

Soon after the irrigation had begun, the w_tter supplied to Lausen
was at first turbid, acquired an unpleasant taste, and increased in

volume. About three weeks after the commencement of the irriga-
tion, the sudden explosion of typhoid fever in Lausen occurred.

" In his search after the cause of this outbreak, Dr. H_igler did

not rest satisfied with the evidence just recorded, but supplemented
it by the tbl[owing ingenious and conclusive experiments : The hole

in the Fiirlerthal, already mentioned, was re-opened, and the brook
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again led into it ; three hours later the fountains of Lausen delivered
double their previous supply of water ; eighteen cwts. of common

salt, previously dissolved in water, were now poured into the hole
and soon the water at Lausen exhibited a stronger chlorine reaction,

gradually increasing until it became very strong, whilst the propor-
tion of solid matter dissolved in the water augmented three-fold.

The passage of the Fiirlerthal water to the fountains of the fever-

stricken village was thus established beyond doubt, but another

interesting question here presented itself: Did the water find its
way through the Stoekhalden by a natural open conduit, or was it

filtered through the porous material of the old moraine ? To decide

this point, two and a half tons of flour were first carefully and
uniformly diffused in water, and then thrown into the hole, but

neither an increase in the solid constituents, nor the slightest tur-

bidity of the Lausen water was observed after this addition. Thus,

the investigation of the typhoid epidemic at Lausen, showed :

" 1. That the epidemic followed immediately after the use, for

dietetic purposes, of water which had received the dejections of per-

sons suffering from typhoid fever, and that it was confined to persons
who drank the infected water.

" 2. That the water still retains its infective properties after a

filtration, which is efficient enough to remove very minute starch

granules, but not sufficient at all times to prevent the passage of

visible suspended matter in a still more minute state of division.

" 3. That spring water which has been polluted with human ex-
crements, before its descent into the earth, and which is subject to

visible turbidity, is not always safe for domestic use.

"4. That water which is polluted with normal, as distinguished

from infected exerementitious matters of human origin, may be used

for dietetic purposes with impunity.

" Inasmuch, therefore, as no means are known of distinguishing
between normal and infected excremenls, and ,as excrementitioas

matters are liable to become infected constantly with typhoidal, and

occasionally with cholera poison, it is not safe to consume water

which is contaminated with human dejections. Further, as typhoidal

poison is almost certainly organized and living, it is likely to resist
oxidation much longer than the dead organic matters with which

it is associated; and as this poison is not removed from water by

natural filtration through nearly a mile of porous earth, it follows
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that the tracing of the previous history of potable water is of prime

importance in water analysis."

This testimony is conclusive as to the dangerous character of

water ttlat has once been contaminated by poisonous sewage, and it
is certain that the Passaic River, from Paterson downwards, is ex-

posed to such contamination. Hence iS becomes imperative that a

supply of water for domestic uses should be obtained from other and

less questionable sources.

A comparison of these waters of the lower Passaic with those
above Paterson show a marked difference in favor of the latter.

These are all pure enough for household use, and many of them are

almost absolutely pure. The streams which form the upper Passaic
come largely from a mountainous region which is rocky, rough and

still in forest. Of the 750 square miles of drainage area for the

upper Passaic, full 550 are in the region of granitic rocks, fi'om

which rain water runs off uncontaminated, and as pure as it fell.

The remaining 200 square miles are in the region of red sandstone
and trap-rocks, and the water dissolves out a little more mineral

matter from the soils and rocks, bat it is still soft and pure. The

population on this area of 750 square miles is between 50,000 and

60,000, and not densely settled anywhere.
To ascertain if the conclusion that the upper Passaic water is pure

and fit for all practical uses was a correct one, application was made

to John Cooke, Esq., President of the Danforth Locomotive and

Machine Company, of Paterson, for information as to the quality of
the Passaic water above Paterson, in its household, steam and manu-

facturing uses. He says:

" In reply to your favor of the 4th inst., I beg leave to say :
" We use the Passaic water for all domestic purposes, and prefer

it to any spring water we can get, except in a very dry time in the

summer, when there is a slight taste of vegetable matter in it.
" We use it in the boilers at our works, it does not produce scale,

seems pertectly free from anything that would produce it.

"It is used by all our dyers and bleachers, who speak in the

highest terms of its quality, particularly the silk dyers.
" The Ivauhoe paper mill uses it for everything except the very

finest paper, and in a dry time and in winter, when there is less
surface water, can use it exclusively.
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" You are at liberty to use this iuformation as you deem best, and

any further that I can give you will be given with pleasure.

" _'ours truly,
"JOHN COOKE."

These particulars, from analysis and from testimony, are sufficient
to prove the purity and excellence of the waters of the Passaic, above
Paterson.

There are important points suggested by the analyses of the waters

used at Elizabeth, Rabway, and Camden, as compared with the purer
waters from Haekettstown, Mount Holly and New Brunswick. But

the labor of the analyses made has been so great, and the time for
making proper inquiries so limited, that conclusions must be deferred

with the hope that favorable opportunities and more time may be
given to this su_ect auother year.

QUANTITY OF WATER TO BE COLLECTED.

b The amount of water which can be collected from an*y portion of
country is dependent on the rain-fall. Water is seen to collect in

ponds, lakes, streams, springs and wells, but it all comes from the

rain that falls on the districts that slope towards and drain into

these natural or artificial receptacles. This drainage may be upon

the surface, or it may be through earth, gravel or other open mate-

rial beneath, but usually not far under the surface. A deficiency of
rain-fall is soon seen in the diminished streams and reservoirs; and

later the effect is seen in the failure of wells and springs. And the
return of seasonable rains soon replenishes the exhausted sources of

water supply.
It is to the rain-fall we must then look for data from which to ca -

culate the amount that can be obtained from the water-shed, or

drainage area of any district of country.

The annual rain-fall is nearly the same in all parts of New Jersey

where records have been kept. The showers seem very unequal in

different places, but in the aggregate for the year they furnish nearly
the same quantity of rain at all the places of observation.
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TABLE

Of the annual fa]l of rain and melted snow, in hmhes of depth,

at various phtees in and on the borders of New Jersey; also, the

greatest and least depths recorded :

_._ __ GREATEST. LEAST.

O

PI.ACES, 0 _ _ _._
o2 : I

Newark ........ 33 46.061_185§ -57.05 -185_6- -34.07-
Lake ][()l)ati.im _ ..... 23 42.55 1850 54.61 ! 1866 i 30.06
New Brunswick ..... 23 45.41:1873 59.95 : 1876 30.33
Trenton ........ ll 46.49 1867 55.60 1870 38.20
I,am|)*,rtvilh,, ...... 22 44.25 1841 57.36 1856 32.32
New her m it _ _.... 7 44.33, 1871 52.45 1872 39.75
Vim,land, . ...... 11 44.47 1873 54.94 1866 40.73
Gret,.wi(.h ....... 6 42.95 1868 47.63 1866 36.95 _'l
Phi|alielphiu. Pa ...... 50 44.92 ! 1867 61.18 1825 29.57
New York. N. Y..... 36 45.60 ; 1837 65.31 1836 27.57
I_lathus|, L. 1....... 49 42.47 I 1859 I 58.92 _ 1845 32.14

The observations and records for Newark are fi'om 1843-76, and

h_ve been kept by Win. A. Whitehead, Esq.

The Lake Hop:_tcong records were made by the late W. H. Tal-

cott, C. E., ;_nd furnished from the Morris C¢_nal Company's papers

by the President, Joseph F. Randolph, Esq. They include the time
from I846-69.

"1he table of New Brunswick rain-fedl was recorded at, Rutgers

College for 1854-67; by F. Vanderbilt Spader, Esq., for 1868-75,

and at the Coll(_ge Farm for 1876.
The Trenton observations were made by E. R. Cook, Esq., and

include the years from 1866-76.
The Lambertville observations were made by Lemuel H. Parsons,

and have been taken from the American Almanac. They cover the

period from 1838-59.
The New Gcrmantowo observations were recorded and sent, by

A. B. Noli, Esq. TL'y cover the period from 1869-75.
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The Viueland observations were taken and furnished by Dr. J.

Ingrain, and include the period from 1866-76.
The Greenwich observations were taken by Miss I%.C. Sheppard

from 1865-70, and were sent by her for this report.

The Philadelphia rain-fall is from the Pennsylvania Hospital re-
ports, and includes the period from |825-74.

The New York rain-fall is taken from Dr. Hough's New York

Meteorology, second series. It covers the period from 1836-71.
The observations from 1836-59 were taken at Fort Columbus, in

New York Harbor, and the remainder at the Deaf and Dumb

Asylum.
The Flatbush rain-fall is taken from the :Brooklyn annual report

of the Commissioners of City Works for 1874, and covers the period
from 1836-74.

Detailed monthly aud yearly registers of the rain-fall at Newark,
near the mouth of the Passaic, and Lake Hopatcong_ upon its head-
waters :
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Table of inches of rain and melted snow observed at the outlet of

Lake Hopatcong,* tbr each month from January, 1846, to December,
1869.

Taken from the rain-gauge and feed record books in the Morris
Canal office, Jersey City, :N. J., kept by Win. H. Talcott, Engineer
and Superintendent. ""

Furnished ibr this report by Joseph F. Randolph, Esq., President

Morris Canal Company, and copied by L. ]3. Ward, C. E.

TA1H,E.

1846 ......... 3 88 0.42 6.34 203 4.88 3.64' 7.17 7.7_ 0.87 3.23- 5.76 4.12j50.12
1847 ....... 425 5.84' 4.18 0.25 2.76 3.9'11 5.35 2.59 10.84 3.50 l 01 7.30152.42
1848 ....... 202 1.44 2.49 1.95 5.90 4.04 _ 3.14 0.50 202 3.89 4.88 6.0938.36
184_ ........ : 048 1.34 390 240 5.25 1.33 1.37 5.66 0.50 9.47 2.77 4.7539.22
1850 ........ 3.67 4.66 356 3.37 6.56 1.81 7.91 5.75 758 2.68 1.96 5.105461

1851 ....... 082 4.71 2.27 659 4.37 1.36 3.85 1.38 1.49 4.41 3.31 3.00,37.562.05 2.82 6.12 5.54'47071852 ........ 291 305 3.48 5.25 2.36 2.1_! 5.17 6.15
1853 ......... 175 401 286 384 6.01 4.061 5.72 5.21 2.35 6.13 4.42 1.6848.54

1854 ........ 271 4.07 1.07 7.35 5.36 3.35] 5.17 1.55 5.80 2.13 3.95 2.1045.11
1855 ........ 3.43 0.40 1.55 2.67 6.04 7.641 _.51 2.02 _ 1.86 9.94 303 7.24 53.33
1856 ....... 1.4S 0.52 0.82 2.74 4.14 4.02 0.90' 8.551 6.03 1.42 1.97 5.1037.66
1857 ....... 1 50 2.'20 1.62 6.66 qL22 4.63' 4.75 4.69 2.67 4.66 2.24 5.6647.40
1858 ........ 2.43 1.84 040 3.21 6.37 4.15, 4.24 4.21 1.96 2.72 4.05 3.83 39.41

18o ......... 515 287 7.54 5.03 2.10 3991 3.26 6.62 6.73 1.67 4.09 2.0953.331850 ........ 2.12 278 0.91 2.17 4.56 2.07 2.79 6.37' 2.79 2.04' 6.37 1.90186.87
1861 ........ 2.33 133 3.66 6.10 3.03 1.721 2.01 3.68 5.05 1.65 4.64 0.7535.94
1862 ........ 3.37 150 2.48 2.69 1.89 6.10 ' 2.84 1.97 2.08 3.65 2.97 0.753219

,.b_ 2.90 364 2.90 2.52 0.93 3.91 3.07 2.11 3.90 2.66 3.6584.71
1863 ........ o ,o oo1864 ....... 098:0.46 ,,5 3.31 7.69 1.32 1.66. 5.01 _ 3 17 _.36 2.68' 1 61 31 50
1865 ........ "242 1.99 423 3.51 5.17 362 5.28 2.03 1.65 3.16 2.94 3.1138.37
1866 ........ 0.51 4.54 0.60 2.13 2.49 3.63 _ 1.92 3.05, 4.44 2.21 2.41 2.0330.06

1867 ......... 0.63 1.92 1.8_ 311 6.91 7_9 3.5310.70 0.35 2.98 1.68 0.6041.58
186_ ......... 197 _ 0.97 0.80 246 533 7.,4 3.391 33711.44 1.04 3.90 1.02142.93
1869 ....... 343 978 441 1.51 4.29 3.37 2.10 1.58 7.12 9.82 &46 4.0352.90

J_n. Feb.M_rc_April.May--_-June. July,Aug.,Se_-.--Oct_--Nov_De¢,
Average 2 3722 489 2.790 8.468 4.675 3.659 3.95,tl4.312 3.U76 8.774.3.674 3.456 42.55
__ __: i__l--I I --I-- I.... 994 8461 ....7 _0 54 61
Greatest.... 5.15' 5.84 754 735 766 764 7911107011144Lo t.......0480400..t0025189'0:930:90,0:600:3611:04!1:61!0.60 30.06 -'

SEASONS,

i Spring. Summer. Autumn. Winter.

:Average .._.... ! 10.932 11.926 11.424 8.260
Greatest ........ 1859, 14.670 1846, 18.590 1869, 25.400 1847, 14.220
Least ............. I 1866, 5.220 1851, 6.590 1867, 5.010 1848, 3.540

-* Lake Hopa_n)ngh_ an elevation of 914 feet above the sea le:_el, and t_ 50 miles inland.
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From these registers, and their sllght differences from each other,
we may safely infer that the annual rain-fall over all parts of New
Jersey is nearly the same, and it may be set down in figures aL thirty
inches. The lowest observed annual_rain-fall is 27.5 inches.

The rain dlat falls upon the ground does not all run off in the
streams. A considerable portion is evaporated from the surface of
_he earth and water, a_d some is taken up by vegetation. In hilly
countries, and where there is much rock, more water runs off at once
in the streams than in countries which are lees hilly and with more
gravel and earth on the surface; though in the latter case the
streams are much more uniform in their flow.

In calculating for water supply, we can only depend upon the
amount which falls in the driest years. On the Croton water-shed,
it has been fouud that 60 per cent. of the rain-fall runs off in the
streams. In most cases, however, only about 40 per cent. of the
rain-fall escapee in the streams. For the purpose of our calculations,
we shall assume that 12 inches of the annual rain-fall can be

collected in streams and reservoirs, this being 40 per cent. of 30
inches, our minimum rain-fall, nearly.

That estimates based on the annual collection of a cubic foot of

water from each square foot of surface are not too large, is proved
by the experience of the Morris Canal Company with their reservoirs
Lake Hopatcong and Greenwood Lake.

LakeHopatcong, originally, covered 1,500 acres, and by raising it
10 feet it covered 2,800 acres. This gives an average of 2,150 acres,
which is 3½ square miles. The whole drainage area for the lake is
27 _qaare miles, which is 7 7-10 times the area of the lake. A rain-
fall of 1 foot on the whole water-shed would only raise the lake
7 7,-10 feet. But it is generally drawn down more than this below
high water mark for the uses of the canal daring the season of
navigation, and yet the lake has sometimes been filled between

December let and February 1st; generally, it is filled by the let of
March,'though in some cases it has not been filled till the middle of
May. These times cover only half the year or less, and the inference
is conchmive that more than a foot of rain-fall can be stored from

this water-shed. The Stanhope mill has rights to the original
water-power on the outlet, and an opening of 10x36 inches is
kept for this use. A large dravght is made upon the water of the
lake for the mill, even during the time when it fills so rapidly. It

3
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is a common observation, that tile lake rises about twice as much

as the rain-fs.ll in the two days following a rain.

L_reenwood Lake has been raised, by a dam, 13 feet. Its drainage

area is 32 square miles, and its surface is 4 square miles. It has

never been largely drawn upon for the uses of the canal, seldom being

lowered more than 2 feet ; but it furnishes water.power to Hewitt

Furnace, and there is a gate drawn constantly of 5x36 inches.

This draws out a large quantity. The Take is now down 7 feet,

but is expected to be fullbefore spring. The water has been known
to rise 3 feet by _hsingle storm ; one of the rains this fall raised it 6

inches. It is _omctimes raised so as to be 2 or 3 feet higher than
the dam.

From an acre which is 43,560 square feet of surface, then 43,560

cubic feet or 326,700 gallons of water can be collected in a year.

And from a square mile there can be collected 27,878,400 cubic feet

or 209,088,000 gallons in a year, which is equivalent to a daily

supply of nearly 900 gallons per acre or 572,844 gallons per square
mile.

The water-shed of the Passaic and its branches, above Little _.

Falls, is 750 square miles.

This drainage area of the Passaic is made up from that of its
branches, which, ibr purposes of calculation, it may be well to set

down separately.

The I_amapo* rises in Orange and Rockland counties, New
York, and runs through Bergen county, N. J., with a

drainage area of 108 square miles in the former State

and 40 square miles in the latter, equal to ............... 148 sq. m.

The Ringwood* rises in Orange county, N. Y., and runs
through Passaic county, N.J. It has a drainage area

of 32 square miles in New York and 76 in New Jer-

sey, equal to ...................................................... 108 sq. m. *

The Pequannock* rises in Morris, Passaic and Sussex
counties, in N. J., and is the boundary between the

two first named. It has a drainage area of 28 square

miles above Oak.Hill, and in all of......................... 82 sq. m.

• The Ramapo, Ringwood and Pequallllock Rivers unite at Pompton, &itd form Pompton

River, which runs Into the Passaic at Two Bridges.
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The Roekaway l_iver has its whole course in Morris
county. Its drainage area above :Baker's Forge is 30
square miles, the whole above Denville is 100 square
miles, and its entire area above its mouth, near Pine

:Brook, where it joins the Passaic, is....................... 165 sq. m.
The Whippany _iver, which rises near Morristown and

runs into the Rockaway near its mouth, has a drainage
area of................................................................ 59 sq. m.

The Passaic, which rises near Mendham, in Morris
county, and retains its name throughout its course to
Newark :Bay, has a drainage are_ of 51 square miles
above Millington, of 35 square miles in the valley
southeast of :Long Hill and above Page's dam at
Chatham, and of 102 square miles between Chatham
and Little Falls, including the area up to Pompton,
being in all ..................................................... 188 sq. m.

Total area of the Passaic water-shed ................... 750 sq. m.
P

This area is capable of yielding a daily supply of 429,633,000
gallons of water if a depth of 12 inches of rain-fall can be collected,
and tile experience at Lake Hopateong and Greenwood Lake proves
that it can be done.

The Passaic water is used at the Falls in Paterson and at Dundee

for driving machinery, for the water supply of Paterson and in part
for the supply of the Morris canal. The quantity daily used for
these purposes may be estimated iu this way. On the upper raceway
in Paterson there are 34 square feet of water leased. A square foot
is the descriptive term for the water that can flow through a
rectangular cast iron gate-way 6 inches high and 24 inches long,
with its lower edge on a level with the monument in the bottom of
the raceway. This water falls 22 feet, and is said to equal 17 horse
power for each square foot. With the wheels now in use, it probably
exerts a force of 16 horse power in driving machinery and loses 5
horse power in the friction and resistance of the water-wheel, or 21
horse power in all. A horse power is 33,000 pounds falling 1 foot
in a minute, or 1,500 pounds falling 22 feet in the same time. To
continue that power for 12 hours would require 720 times as much
water, which is 1,080,000 pounds or 135,000 gallons; and the 714
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horse power of the 34 square feet would use 96,3'30,000 gallons of
water daily. The Dundee works only use over the same water which

has already done duty in Paterson. The Paterson water works may

consume for their water-wheels and their water supply ]3,000,000

gallons a day, and the whole quantity needed dally may amount to

110,:00,000 gallons In the driest seasons of the y_r the quantity

flowieg in the stream is much less than this, probably not as much
as 100,000,000 gallons a day. Tile _Iorris canal draws its supplies

of water from Lake Hopatcong, which is in the water-shed of the

),Iuscoenetcong, and so of the Delaware river, and from Greenwood

Lake, which is oil the head waters of the Wynokie branch of

ltingwood river. The latter hohls back a part of the water which
falls in the water-shed of the Passaic. It has a drainage area of 32

square miles. For this storage tbr the use of the canal there must
be an allowance of 18,332,_ 00 gallons.

The whole Passaic water-shed, then, may be

depended on for supplying dally ............... 429,633,000 gallons.

Deduct for Paterson water-power.... 96,390,000 " q
.... water works... 13,000,000 "

.... Greenwood Lake ......... 18,332,000 "

127,722,000 "

And there remains .................................... 301,911,000 "

Which now run to waste in freshets. A large part of this is

capable of being collected in storage reservoirs and used for water
supply, or for giving an enlarged and steady water-power.

It is not desirable to shorten the valuable, industrial and economic

uses of the water as it is now applied. But the natural ponds in

the mountains could easily be increased in capacity by damming, or

by lowering their outlets, and putting in gates to regulate their dis-

charge ; and reservoirs could be made in the narrow and deep mona-
tain valleys, sufficient to hold all the water needed for a long tim _,to
come, and in locations where the purity of the water would be beyond

question.
The Passaic river, from Two Bridges up to Chatham, runs through

a very flat country, and with but little fall. Tile channel is deep for
the whole distance, but in times of heavy rain the river overflows its
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banks, and covers with water the flat lands on its borders. In sum-

mer, when the meadows are covered with standing grass or other

vegetation, the freshets subside very slowly, and great damage is
done to health and property. The overflow is caused by the slack-
ness of the current of the river. The obstructions to the flow are :

1. A bar of earth aud bouldere acrose thestream just above the

mouth of the Pompton, at Two Bridges.

2. A ledge or reef of trap-rock across the stream at the head of

Little FMls, which is of about the same height with the bar at Two
Bridges.

3. A strong stone dam built just below the reef, which is about a
foot and a half higher than either the reef or the bar.

These effectually obstruct the free flow of water in the stream.

The lowering of the obstructions seven feet is, from the depth of

the channel above, feasible, and comparatively inexpensive; and
when done would lower the water surface to almost the same extent.

By this change the water could be kept within the banks of the

stream after ordinary rains ; and in times of heavy rain the over-
"J flow of water would soon drain off. The plan for this improvement

has been matured, but its execution is delayed on account of the

expense to be incurred before work can be begun. It is greatly

needed for its sanitary and economical benefits, and it would improve

the quality of the water in that portion of the Passaic.
Surveys of valleys have been made on the Rockaway, Pequannock,

Rit}gwood and Ramapo this year, in which deep, capacious and un-

polluted reservoirs can be made, _¢hieh would hold a daily supply of

more than 100,000,000 gallons. The rough maps of these surveys
are drawn, but there is much more work to be done on them before

they would bo ready for public inspection.

The supply from natural ponds is least expensive, most quickly
obtained, and with less change in the arrangements of property.

To get more definite information regarding some of the ponds from

which supplies could be drawn, George W. Howell, C. E., was in-

structed to examine a number of them and report the result, which
he has done as follows :

" In aecordatlce with yonr iastrnctions I Ira:re made an examina-

tion of various lakes or ponds in Passaic, Morris and Sussex coun-

ties, especially with the view of ascertaining the extent of surface

which is or may be flowed, the capacity ]br storage of water, and
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also their respective d_'a[nage areas, together with such other items

of information as may be of service in defining their utility in sup-

plying and storing water, a report whereof is hereto annexed.
For convenience of reference I have arranged the lakes in the order

of their outlets, classifying together those respectively that flow (I)

into the Ramapo River, (u) the Ringwood River, (III) the Pequan-

neck River, and (Ix') the Rockaway River.

r. TUE RA.U_PO RIVER.

1. Fran]_lin La/:e lies about three.miles directly east, of Pompton
Furnace. It covers an area of 94 acres and drains about 1,000

acres, the drainage area being about equally divided between moun-

tain slopes and gravelly farming land. There are numerous small

ponds in the vicinity, some of them having no visible inlet or outlet,
and. all of them nearly, if not altogether, of the same level. Crooked

Lake, a pond of inconsiderable depth, but some 30 or 40 acres in
extent, is said to rise and fall with Franklin Lake, the residents of

tim vicinity maintaining that there is some subterranean connection "
between the two. About half a mile west of Crooked Lake is Crystal

Spring, which discharges large volumes of water, supposed to be de-
rived from the lakes, which, collectively, are known as "The Ponds."

Singack Brook, rising in a ravine a little to the south of Franklin
Lake, is supposed to have a similar origin. A few years ago one of

the ponds was observed to rise to a much higher elevation than ordi-

nary, and from no known cause, so much so, that it became necessary

to change the location of a public road, which had been submerged.
After remaining thus for a year or two, the pond subsided to its
former level, which it has since retained.

The outlet of Franklin Lake, which is smaller than the ihlet, runs

for about 500 feet through a level meadow, when, with about 7 feet

head, it drives a small water-wheel. The head has been obtained

rather by lowering the tail-race than by a dam.

Lowering the surface of the lake 5 feet would diminish its size

perhaps one-third.
Raising a dam of 5 feet at the outlet would overflow 75 to 80

acres more, the greater part of the addition being a cedar swamp at,
the head or' the lake. Such a dam would be 300 feet long. A

higher dam would be over 1,000 feet long, and it, is quite doubtful
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whether the first mentioned rise of 5 feet in the surface could be

maintained, owing to the porous, gravelly nature of the soil, and the
probability that_ some connection exists between the various ponds ill
the locality.

2..Redden-pond takes its drainage wholly from the mountains,
and lies one and a half miles southeasterly from Wynokie. The

original surface was about SO acres, which has been reduced to 20

acres by lowering the outlet some 6 feet. Should the present surface

be raised 10 feet by a dam 4 feet high, fully 100 acres would be
covered. The drainage area is about 1,200 acres.

3. Negro -Pond, a long narrow pond between the mountains, a

little east of Shepherd's Pond, lies partly in New Jersey and partly

in New York, about one-quarter of a mile east of the 19th milestone.
It covers an area of about 100 acres, and drains about 900 acres,

wholly mountainous. The ordinary surface can be lowered several
feet without uncovering much land, and the dam can also be raised
4 or 5 feet, and would flow 25 to 30 acres more.

II. _E RISC-WOODRIVER.

1. Mud -pond lies one and one-half miles north of Bloomingdale,
and has its outlet in a small stream, which crosses the Montclair and

Greenwood Lake Railway near the first public road, north of Pomp-

ton Junction. Its area is 50 acres and drains 1,600 acres, chiefly
mountainous. It is surrounded by a cranberry marsh and other

low lands, which would be covered to the extent of 70 acres by

raising the present surface 10 feet. The outlet has been lowered

4 feet through the rock. A dam 6 feet high would be S00 feet long.
The present outlet runs through the marsh for 300 feet and then

falls rapidly, and could be lowered without great expense.
2. Tiee's -pond is a natural lake one mile east of Boardville. Its

lib water surface is 40 acres, but before the outlet was lowered five feet,

for a distance of several hundred feet, the area was nearly, or quite,

100 acres. An area of 125 acres would be covered by raising the

original surface three to five feet. The dam required would be t00
feet long. The drainage area is about 800 acres; mountainous.

3. Shepherd's -pond has had its natural surface drawn down four

feet. It covers about 90 acres, and, owing to its steep shores, but

little more land would be covered by raising it, 10 feet. A dam of
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150 feet would be sufficient. The pond lies wholly in New Jersey,
near the New York line, about half a mile west of Negro Pond, and
drains 1,000 acres, chiefly of mountain forest land, but with a small

area of rough clearing. The water is said to be of considerable
depth.

The outlets of Shepherd's anq- Tice's Ponds unite near 130ardville

and enter the Ringwood River, along which, between Boardvillo and

Wynokie, have been several large furnace and forge ponds, but

whose dams have been more or less broken away.
4. Greenwood .Lake, the head of Wynokie creek which flows into

Ringwood River, has an area of a little more than 4 square miles,

_md has a water-shed of 32 square miles. It is used as storage for
the Morris Canal. The surface of the lake is 13 feet above its orig-
inal level.

IIL THE PEQUANNOOK.

1. Macopin -Pond or Echo Zake is situate two miles northeast of

_-ewtbundland. Its area is 363 acres, and by raising the surface _-

five feet an area of 412 acres can be obtained. The depth is 40 to
50 feet. The pond can now be drawn down four feet by means of a

flume. The surface also can be raised five feet by a dam 250 feet
lo¢_g. A greater rise tllan five feet would flow a tract of several

hundred acres, called the "Pine Hammock," lying at the head of the

lake. The drainage of Macopin Pond is 1,700 acres. An additional

drainage of 1,500 acres can easily be procured, at little expense, by

turning a stream to the east into the pond. The drainage is divided
b*uween mountain ibrests and rough farm land, about in the propor-
tion of one to two.

".2). ttan],:'s -Pond, two miles north of Newfoundland, covers about

80 acres. It is a natural lake and has been lowered four feet, and

can be still more drawn down by cutting a channel 500 feet long. .gl
The surface can also be raised above its original height by a dam

30[_ feet long. thus affording large available storage capacity. By
raising the dam 120 nitres would be flowed. The drainage area is
four square miles, wholly mountainous.

3. Cedar -Pond, one and one-half miles northeast of Hunk's pond,

draining entirely fl'om mountain slopes, has had a natural surface of

125 to 140 acres, but has been reduced to about 96 acres by lowering
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the outlet. Its vertical capacity is about 7 feet, and drains au area
of about 800 acres.

4. Buck Mountain _Pond, four miles north of Newfoundland, hsz

an area of 75 acres, but can flow 120 acres by means of a dam 250

feet long, and can be used with 10 to 12 feet head. It drains two

and one-half square miles of mountain slopes. The outlets of Hank's,
Cedar and Buck Mountain Ponds uuite and form Cedar Brook, which

flows through Clinton, giving opportunitias tbr artificial reservoirs
on that stream.

5. Dunker _Pond lies one and one-half miles north of Stockholm,

and has a present surface of 25 acres. The outlet has been lowered

through rQck at considerable expense, thereby reclaiming a large
tract of rich soil, similar in character to the Bog and Fly in Morris

county. A dam 100 feet long and 10 feet high would make a lake

two to two and one-half railes long and half a mile wide. The

drainage area is about five square miles, principally rough and moun-
tain lands.

6. Canistear _Pond is an artificial pond three miles north of

Ir Dunker Pond, and covers, when full, 70 acres. By raising the

dam 600 feet long and 5 feet higher 120 acres may be flowed, and

fi0 feet head may be obtained. Drainage area about 2,000 acres, one-

third farming land and the remainder forest and mountain.
7. _Pine Hammock, at the head of Canistear Brook, flows about

100 acres, and is an artificial pond used as storage for Canistear

Pond. Drainage area probably two to three square miles.
8. Timber Brook _Pond, which lies two miles southwest of Char-

lotteburg, has an area of 72 acres and can draw down five feet.

Raising three feet higher, thus giving eight feet head, would flow
95 to 30 acres more. :Raising the surface of the pond would make

it necessary to lift several hundred feet of the track of the Green

Pond Railroad, it being within two to three feet of the surface of

the water. This pond has a drainage area of about 800 acres, one-

half forest and one-half rough, poor farm land.
9. Sticklc's _Pond, lying about two miles east of Timber Brook

Pond, has its outlet through Stone House Brook into the Pequan-

nock River, at Bloomingdale. Its area is 101 acres and can be

drawn 10 feet. A dam 5 feet higher than the present dam, and 800

feet long, would flow but little more laud. The drainage is about
1,800 acres, wholly in forest and mountain.

J
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zv. TEE ROCX_WAY.

1. Split Roe_ -pond, five miles northwest of Boonton, has an area

of -.237 acre_, and drains slx and one-quarter square miles, almost

wholly mountainous and forest. Twenty feet available head can be

obtained by raising the dam two feet, the length of the dam being
200 test.

2. DuHmm -Pond, near the head of Split :Rock Brook, and used
as a storage for Sglit Rock Pond, covers an area of about 65 acres

and drains about 1,000 acres, one-half woods and one-half rough

farming laud. The present dam is 900 to 1,000 feet long, and if

raised would t]ow 30 to 40 acres more. The pond could be drawn
clown four feet.

3. Green 2end or Green Let:e, a noted resort four miles south-

west of New_bundlaod, contains 560 acres and drains two snd one-

half to three sfluare miles. It has great depth, no inlets and a small
outlet.

4. Denmar/c -pond, on Burnt Meadow Brook, a tributary of Green

Pond outlet, drains two amt one-half to three square miles, and has "l
an areu of about 175 acres. It receives its waters from forest and

rongh farm land.

5. Midde t_orhe Ibm/, on Green Pond Brook, receives the waters
of Green Pond and Denmark Pond, and contains about 70 acres.

6. Dixon'_ _brgs -Pond, on a tributary of the Roekaway River,

about two miles south of Split Rock Pond, covers an area of 60 to

75 acres, and has a drainage area of one and one-half to two square
miles, mostly rough land.

7. Shonyu_ -Po_d, five miles northwest of Morristown, and at

the head of Den Brook, drains two and one-half to three square
miles of rough land, and embraces an area of 125 acres. Incre_ing

the height of the dam five feet, thus giving ten feet head, would
cover au area of 165 acres.

In addition to the above ponds, which are already in existence, a
large number of artificial reservoirs can doubtless be constructed,

affording valuable additional storage, and utilizing the rain-fall over
awlde extent of mountain lands. A few of these are herewith

given :

1. On the outlet of Mud Pond, one-quarter of a mile above the

Montclair and Greenwood Lake Railway, a dam 250 feet long can
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be erected, which, if 15 feet high, wonld flow 100 _o 125 acres, and
would receive the drainuge of four to five square miles.

2. Along the Ringwood River, between Boardville and Wynokie,
as has hereinbefore been mentiooed, are several forge and furnace
sites, the dams of which have been broken away, but which, by being
rebuilt, would afford very large storage facilities.

3. One mile west of Hewitt Fnrnace, on a stream flowing easterly,
a reservoir of 75 to 80 acres could be made by a dam 150 feet long
and 15 feet high, and would drain about two _quare miles.

4. About three miles due west of Boardville is a tract of land

which has been drained, at some expense, but which it is said could
be converted into a reservoir of 140 or 150 acres with little difficulty.
A large drainage of several square miles finds its outlet through the
locality.

5. On the outlet to Stickle'e Pond, a dam 15 feet high aud 350
feet long, at the old forge site below the pond, would flow S0 to 100
acres, chiefly meadow, and would drain 1_ to 2 square miles, inde-
pendent of the drainage of Stickle's Pond.

*_ 6. At Mount Pleasant, ou Green :Pond Brook, a reservoir of 800
acres, and capable of drawing 10 to 12 feet, may be constructed by
means of a dam, at a moderate expense, and afford storage for the
drainage of 12 to 15 square miles of mountain lauds.

7. At Berkshire Valley a dam could be built across the Rock-
away, by which a reservoir could be made, covering 1200 acres_ 20
or 30 feet deep, and capable of storing the drainage of 30 square miles.

Annexed is a table showing the capacity and supply of the ponds
here described, and the approximate cost of making them available
by dam or otherwise.
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TABLE.

° " °
."

Fra[lklin l,:lkc. . . . 94 d 5_ ()-_-5--16] 10()O 327 8750
Rotten t'oml .... 20 to 1001 6 ,* 4_---10 294 1200 392 1500
Negr_ 1001 5_- 4-_ 9 294 900 294 2000

" 1600 523Mud 50 " 120[ 4 ¢ 11_---15 441 620.
Ticc'_ .... 40 " 125' 5-,- 3_- 8 26l 800 262 1175

Shepherd's I',_I_d.. 90] 4 _ 6_---10 294 1000 327 1150

Mat.opin I'm*d.. . 362 44 5_ 9 1117 3200 1046 950
[[ank's . SO 120 6+ 5_---1l 431 2500 $17 1310
Cedar . . . I_6 140 4_ 3_ 7 274 S00 262 860
Buck Mmmtail_ l',lnd.. 75 120 0- �12_---12353 1600' 523 2600
l)lmk,_,r . 125 ,_00 5 • 5_---10 1960 3260:1046 1400
Ca]fistear " . 70 12015. 5_---20 588 2000 653 2100
Timber I_ro, fl¢. 72 100 5m 3_ S 196 S00 262 3000
_tl kh's 101 10 _ 5---_15 392 1800' 589 2700

Spiil lh_,k 237,10 _ 10_---20 1307 4000, 1308 1800
l)urh:uu . 65 " 110 4. 6_---10 327 1200' 392 4000
I,re_ _ . 0 _. ,"_-_ 3 551 1920, 627 600
lh._m,ark " . 175 "' 300 5 3_---8 462 18001 589 1000
Mi,l,lh. F,)r_c 70 " 106 5_10_---15 490 40[}0' 130_ 751)
I)ixon's . 75 5_-5---_10 245 12001 392 1300
Shrm_unl . 125 "' 165 5-- 5_-10 473 1S10! 589 1200

Tile first column in the foregoing table shows the area of the

r_,servoir,s, hotl_ when dr:twn down and when filled. The second

column, showing the avaii;d_]e hedd, gives two numbers, the first of

which shows the' depth below the present surface to which the pond

can be drawn, :tnd the other gives the height above the present

stlrfitee Lo which it can be r_dsed, the sum of the two being the

availabh, vertical capac!ty.
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The following table shows the approximate capacity of the artificial
reservoirs which have been referred to :

TA m,E.

:y _- . %

._ _ ?_, _ _ ;,

Outlet of Mud Pond, . .100-to 125 10 290 3.(}00 981 $800
On lfingwood River, . 570 20 3,650 55,680 18,200 22,200
_Near ltewitt Fut'nacc, .. 75 80 10 245 1,300 425 600
VCest of Boardvillc, . . 100 " 150 10 320' 1JI00 327 1,000
Outlet ofStickle's l:'ond,. S0 " 100 8 261 3,000 931 500
Mmmt Pleasant, . . . 800 t 10 1:831 8,320 2,718 25,000

D Pompton Fnrnace .... 292! 6, 573 94,720 31,000 5,000

Very large _.nd capacious reservoirs can also be made in the valley

of the Pequannock at Oak Hill, at Newfoundland, at Bloomingdale

and at some other points, altogether sufficient to store the whole of
the freshet wa_ers of that stream•

A very large reservoir can also be made on the Ringwood at

Wyaokie, by raising the old Furnace dam ; or still better, by erect-
ing a dam where the stream crosses into the eastern valley, for which

an estimate is put into the table.

The Furnace Pond on the Ramapo, at Pompton, now covers 275

acres, and averages probably as much as 20 feet in depth ; can be
raised 6 feet more, and thus be made to store the surplus water from

148 or more square miles on that stream.
The time devoted to this work has not been sufficient to collect

more details than those given above. But there are many other

ponds known, and many other promising locations for storage reser-

voirs, in high and sequestered localities.

PLANS FOR SUPPLYING WATER.

Any plans for water supply for this district shmfid be on a com-

prehensive scale ; arranged so as to admit of enlargement equal to
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any future need, and.so carried out as to avoid unnecessary expense

in anticipation of the future, or to construct any work that will need

to be _tbandoned in after enlargements. There are now about

250,000 people supplied from the water pumped at Bellcville, and in

the heat of summer this year the daily consumption rose to nearly

25,000,000 gallons, which is 100 gallons for each inhabitant. It is
not unlikely the person is now living who will see 1,000,000 inhabi-

tants in this district. And the plan which is now adopted for water

supply should be ample tbr the present, and capable of easy expan-

sion to meet the wants of this coming people.
The plan of getting the Morris Canal water and its reservoirs,

Lake Hopatcong and Greenwood Lake by purchase, has been fre-

quently proposed. The water is unexceptionable in quality, sufficient

in quantity with its present reservoirs to supply 35,000,000 gallons

daily, and capable of having its supply enlarged indefinitely. The
canal is I74 _eet abc,ve mean tide at the head of Bloomfield Plane,

which is only two or three miles from the water pipes of Jersey
City and Newark, and it can be connected with the present water

pipes, quickly and at moderate expense. It is objected that the Q

canal is needed tbr its present uses; that it cannot be given up
without great injury to many business and industrial interests and

obligations; that it is questionable whether the open canal will
answer for the conveyance of a winter supply of water, and if it

should not. a pipe or conduit on its line would be long and expensive ;
and that the cost of the canal would be more than that of an ade-

quate supply from some other source.

It has also been proposed to bring the water of the _ockaway

from near Danville, mostly by natural channels, to near Morrietown,

and from there by conduit or pipe along the high ground back of
Madison and Chatham, and across the Passaic valley, and then, by

tunnel, to ground 300 feet high near Millbnrn, and from thence by

pipes wherever needed. This would supply 60,000,000 gallons daily

of good water, and with sufficient head for all present demands.
The line, however, is long, expensive, and would divert some streams

from their present courses.

This plan could be modified by taking the water at Morristown

through the ridge to Loantaka Brook, and thence in the natural
channels to Chatham, from which it could bc taken at an elevation

of about 200 feet through the mountain to near Millburn, and then
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distributed by pipes wherever needed. This is a feasible plan. It
would bring in the water from 180 square miles of water-shed, and
could sllpply 100,000,000 gallons of good water daily.

A plan proposed and carefully studied out by L. B. Ward, O. E.,
of Jersey City, is to take the water of the Passaic at or near Page's
dam, above Chatham, and carry it through the mountain by tnnnel
to Millburn, as in the last plan. The supply of water could be
increased by connecting the head waters of the l_aritan, and, if
needed, by opening the channel from the Rockaway at Berkshire
valley to the Black river, and from that across to Dead river and
the Passaic again. More than 100,000,000 gallons daily could be
supplied in tbis way.

The plan proposed by General E. L. Viele, of New York, to which
reference was made in the report of last year, is to locate works at
the end of the mountain, near Little Falls, where all the water from
the Passaic p_ses, and by the auxiliary use of steam power to ele-
vate all the water that may be needed to a high natural reservoir in
the mountain at that place. From that reservoir water cau be dis-

J- tributed to all the cities, towns and villages between the Orange
Mountain and the Hudson river, in abundance, and at any height
that may be required. The plan is feasible, and ample for the pur-
pose, aud the supply of water all that can be desired.

Another plan is to take the water at the head of Little Falls,
where all the water of the Upper Passaic passes, and where the
whole supply can always be controlled. If the water power at Little
Falls can be purchased, it may be used to drive pumps which would

raise the water sufficiently to oarry it in a tunnel through the moun-
tain at the Great Notch. This need not involve the raising of water
more than 50 feet. The Falls are 157 feet above mean tide, and
will have a height of 30 feet after they are cut down 7 feet, to allow

the drainage of the flat lands along the Passaic above them. Seventy-
five per cent. of this height can be made effective in raising water.
100,000,000 gallons run over the Falls daily when the stream is
lowest, with an effeetiw head of 22½ feet, which is sufficient to raise
45,000,000 gallons 50 feet high. This is enough for the daily supply
for many years to come, and if a high service were required a
smaller quantity could be pumped into a reservoir much higher. If
the water power could not be secured, a gravity supply can be
obtained at the same level, by going a little farther away. The

J
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Rockaway River, at Beonton, is nearly 400 feet above tide; water

can be taken there aml brought along near the present line of the

_[orris Canal to the Hook mountain, and then along the mountain
to near _[ead'_ Basin, and from thence across the Passaic and to the

mouth of the" tunnel a_ before. The Pequannock, Ramapo and King-

wood can all be conducted on a high level to meet the 2_ockaway at "_
5lead's Basin, from there to fo]Iow the same course as above mentioned.

In this plan sufficient warm' can always be had by storage, no present
uses are interfered with, and tile place is the nearest of any to the

points f,)r distribution. Water could be advantageously taken from

the 5forris Canal at Little Falls, if the rights for it were obtained.

The cost of pumping by water power is much less than by steam.

The Commission of Engineers, appointed by the Mayor of Philadel-

phia in 1875, to report on the present and future water supply of

that city, Ibr their estimates assumed " the cost of running the water
power machinery, including all repairs and renewals, at three cents

per million gallons, raised one foot high ; and the cost of running

the steam machinery, including repairs and renewals, at fifteen cents

per million gallons, raised one foot high." The water for Newark tl
is now raised 165 feet high bysteam, and that for Jersey City nearly

as much, and also by steam. At Little Falls the water is now 150 feet

above tld,., if raised 50 feet higher it would have as great an effective
head as that now in the Newark or Jersey City reservoirs, and the

cost of raising it by water power would be less than one-fifteenth as

much. The cost for'a supply by gravity is the interest on the first
cost of the works. In either c_e, however, it is a fair and hopeful

subject of calculation, as to whether the change to an unobjection-

,..hie supply of water cannot be made without much increase in the

annual expense.

The Croton aqueduct, which is a brick conduit capable of deliver-
ing 110,000,000 gallons daily, cost _30 per lineal foot, and the cost

at the present time would probably not vary much from that. Cas_

iron pipes, four feet in diameter, which are large enough for the

present supply of either Newark or Jersey City, are estimated to

cost, when laid complete, from $15 to _18 per foot.

Either of the plans mentioned will answer to bring an abundant
supply of pure water for present and future wants, and at a cost less
than that of the Croton water works for New York when she had

no larger population than that to be supplied here. And still other

L
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plans may be found on further examination, which will answer equally
well. The one to be selected will be determined by financial consid-

erations and engineering requirements, which will develop as the
inquiries progress.

The supply of whblesome water is the first and important subject

r- of this inquiry, but the question of expense is also of great interest,
and it is not unreasonable to expect, that though the first cost of

works to supply water by gravity, oz" by pumping by water power,
will be greater than the preseL_t works, the anmml expense will be

much less, and that an unexceptiocable water supply may be had

without increasing the burden of yearly taxatiom

A plan has also been proposed by Andrew Clerk, C. E., of Jersey
City, to take the water from the Passaic above Dundee dam, where

it is at an elevation of 20 feet above tide water. Conduits properly
laid from here would carry the water by gravity to the Newark or

Jersey City pumping works, al_d from there it, could be pumped up
it is now ; or better for Jersey City the conduit could be carried

from the dam direct, to the foot of Bergen Hill, and then pumped

i1' up into the reservoir on top of the Hill. To prevent the pollutlou of

the water by the sewage at Paterson, it is a part of the project to
have intercepting sewers along the river banks in Paterson, which

will condnct the sewage from that city along the valley, and d_s-
charge it into the Liver below Dundee dam.

The map of the Passaic water-shed, which aecbmpanies this report,
is intended to exhibit the various sources of water supply, aud dis-

tribution for rations cities and towns in eastern New Jersey. The
reservoirs now existing'are marked by horizontal lines; those which

are proposed are marked by the streams in them. The small rigares
on the map show the heights of the surface, at the marked points,
above mean tide, and may aid in the selection of lines of location for
water pipes to supply different, localit,ies.

For these heights we are largely indebted to railroad and canal

officers, who have given every fncility for obtaining them from their
records. Special mention should be made of the valuable contributions

furnished to the list by R. C. Bacot, C. E., of Jersey City ; F. H.

McDowell, C. E., of the Montclair and Greenwood Lake Railway,

Jersey City ; J. W. McCulloch, Esq., of the N. 5. Midland Railway ;

James Owen, C. E., of the Essex Road Board, Newark, and George
H. Bailey, C. E., of the Newark Aqueduct Boald.

4
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The importance of preserving the waters of streams from poilu-
tion, is coming to be generally appreciated. At the session of the

New J'ersey Legislature in 1876. an act was passed " to prevent the

willful pollution of the waters of any of the creeks, ponds or brooks

of this State." Laws of New Jersey, 1876, p. 244. And the Parlia-

ment of Great Britain has passed an act entitled " The Rivers Pollu- -'

tion Prevention Act," 1876, applicable to England, Scotland and

Ireland. It prohibits the polluting of any stream by solid matter, by

sewage, by any manufacturer's waste or refuse, or by any mining

products or poisonous wasLes, and restricts the proceedings against

them, which may be summary, to sanitary authorities. "Pollution
of Rivers, 39 and 40, Vict. Ch., 75."

This action is a great step in advance of any previous legislation,

and has been reached after very long and expensive investigations.

IRON ORE.

The continued depression of the iron manufacture throughout the

year has been seriously felt by the mining industry of the State, not

only in prolonging the quite general stoppage of mines and works,
and in hindering all explorations, but also in further curtailing the

operations of many individuals and companies, and thus reducing
still lower the mineral production of the State. The ore mined in
1875 was considerably less than that of the preceding year. We

have no statistics for the current year, but from a general observa-

tion of the mining districts, and the incomplete returns from a few

parties engaged in mining and carrying ore, i.t seems highly probable
that the aggregate ibr the year will fall considerably below that for

1875. It is hoped that we have "touched bottom " at last, and that

as the general business of the country gets settled, even at low

prices, the iron trade will soon get adjusted upon a firm basis, and
create a steady demand for our best if not for all our ores. In such

times of limited demand, with sharp competition and consequent low

prices, there is a most urgent need of economy in all the details of
mining--carrying and working up our ores. And our favorable
location near the coal supply and the best markets are decidedly in

our favor. These, together with the richness of many of our ores,

ought to enable our miners to compete with other iron districts.

The increasing consumption of steel makes a fair market for all
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ores stilted to the production of Bessemer pig metal, and this fact
seems to urge the careful survey of our iron mining district to dis-
cover such ores. The location of some of these, in the northwestern

or Pequest Belt, was quite fully given in the report for 1873, and in

the subsequent reports for 1874 and 1875, and it does not appear
necessary to do more now than to call attention to the facts and
generalizations previously published, and to urge further exploration
and examination, in the hope that these may result in valuable dis-
coveries, not of iron ores only, but of those fitted to make steel.

ZINC OR]B.

The zinc mines of the State, at Ogdensburg and Franklin Furnace,
Sussex county, continue to be worked steadily, and their product
from year to year does not appear to fluctuate so much as that of
our iron ore district. According to a new business arrangement a

considerable proportion of the ores mined at Franklin Furnace is
sent to Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, for making oxide of zinc (zinc

¢_ white). These large beds of rich ore, if worked vigorously, are
capable of supplying a greatly increased amount, and at prices that
can compete with any other zinc ore district in our country. And
we look to these two localities as destined to be centres of mining
operations which will add very largely to the mineral product of our
State. An examination of maps and reports previously published
by the Geological Survey, or a careful survey of the ground, will
convince any one that these are moderate statements, and compel
their belief. They are unrivaled in extent and richness.

COPPER ORES.

i The copper mines of the State are all idle, and no further notes or
descriptions are n_ry. It. may he in place to add that, a_ ha_
been previously stated in full in reports on the ores of this metal,
none of them were even really very promising, or ever worked with

steady profit.

CLAY_ FOR POTTERY AND FIRE-BRICK.

The fire-clay, stoneware'clay, and other beds of refractory and
pottery materials, have shared in the general business depression.
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The mining of fire.clay, kaolin and feldspar, used in the manufacture

of fire-brick, has been greatly reduced in amount of products. The

stoppage of so many of the older iron furnaces and works, and the

large number of such new furnaces, has almost stopped the work of
construction, and consequently there is only the very limited demand

for brick r_eeessary for keeping in repairs the small number of works 4

in opera_inn. And the clay mining industry appears to be more

prostrated than even the iron mining. For stoneware and pottery

there is a larger demand, and snch clays find market.

MISCELLANEOUs NOTES AND ANALYSES.

1. l[agnelic iron ore from hulds of Thomas Haggerty, one mile
east of Warrenville, Warren county. This ore was taken _ an

average of several tons raised from a small opening made in 1874.

The observations on the ground, made with the dip compas% showed

a long aml quite broad attraction, runnieg a little east of north.
In the northernmost opening, whence this specimen was taken, the

hanging wall is clean, and the ore on that side of the vein is rich. "tl

Towards th_ lbot-walI side it is largely mixed with feldspar, quartz
and hornblende. In the southern hole the ore was coarse crystalline,

and here also mixed with a comparatively large proportion of rock.

The analysis gave the following results :

Metallic iron ................................................ 56.40 per cent.

t'hosphoru_ .................................................. 0.21- "

Sulphur ........................................................ 0.05 "

There i_ m, fl)ing remurkahle in tim character of this ore. It is a

new Io_.alitv in tim northw,.st or Pequest Belt.

!'2. ,'l'laynetic iron ore from Ten Eyck's mine, near the State line,

Yernon township, _llgSCX county.

Several openings have been made here for testing the ground by

_[r. F. Tetl Eyck, of Warwick, New York. The ore is lean, hut is
remarkabl, lor the large amount of quartz in it, and the absence of

the othm' mineral._ so common to our magnetic iron ores. The quartz

and magnetite alternate in thin layers, formingra moderately fine

crystalline aggregate. A partial analysis showed that there was
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about 50 per cent. of quartz in it. The metallic iron amounted to
33.91 per cent. The phosphorous was only .028 per cent. This low
per centage of phosphorous is noteworthy, and more particularly
this character associated with quartzose ore. This observation,
mentioned in previous reports, receives in this an additibnal fact in

_" its confirmation, tending to make this generalization of value. No
ore has as yet been sent to market.

3. Magnetic iron ore fl'om Squier's mine. The several openings
thus named are on lands belonging to the estate of the late John
_utherfurd, a few rods east of the Greenwood Lake and Warwick

road, and near the State llne, West Milford township, Passaic county.
The work of opening on this property was begun in January, 1875,
under the direction of E. H. Wright, of Stockholm. The magnetic
attraction was found to be steadily positive for a long distance, then
negative for about 50 feet ; then again positive to the end of the line,
whose total length was 2,400 feet. The course of this line of attrac-

tion is north 38 ° 30r east. Eight openings were made, includingseveral cross cuts, which stopped at the ore and rock, and were suf-

ficient to show the size of the vein. The average breadth of the
ore in these several cnts and shafts, was found to be 12 feet. The

largest opening was a drift on the vein running into a side hill, unlil
the height of the breast was 78 feet. At the bottom of this open
cut, there was eight feet of solid ore and ore forming the foot wall,
so that its thickness was not here ascertained. A boring 14 feet
into this wall was in ore throughout this distance. At the top of
the hill, and at the breast, the removal of the earth and surface

materials showed five separate veins, each about five feet in widtb.
The dip, as obtained from the hanglug wall, which is clean, is about
80° southeast. The other openings are shallow cuts, and pits sunk
a little way into the ors and rock. On the foot-wall side of the vein

l-- there appear to be several pocket8 or smaller veins of ore, not con-
nected with the main vein. The absence of any attraction, over the
space between these two line8 of ore, seems to show that they are
distinct lines. One opening uncovered a breadth of 38 feet of ore,
at a depth of 3 feet. The attraction was observed to extend over

this, throughout an area of 400x60 feet. The ol'e contains wtryiug
quantities of feldspar, quartz, epidote and pyrite, mixed with the
magnetite, but the average is moderately rich. Specimens of sur-
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face ore, and from the deeper workings, were sent to the laboratory
of the survey by Mr. Wright. Partial analyses of those show :

1. 2.
Metallic iron .................................................... 48.16 55.39

Phosphorus ....................................................... 0.14 0.067
Sulphur ......................................................... 3.02 1.74
Titanium ........................................................... Noes None

Manganese ...................................................... None None

1, is the surface ore.

2, ore from deeper part of working.
These figures indicate ore of good quality, and if the specimen 2

shall prove to be an average of the mine, it may be used in making
Bessemer pig metal. About 1500 tons of ore have been mined.
This mine was visited in December, but the most of details here

given were communicated by Mr. Wright.

4. Magnetic iron ore from Stony Brook mine,sent to the laboratory 4[

of the Survey by the proprietor, M. J. Ryerson, of Bloomingdale.
This mine is two miles southeast of Charlotteburg, and near the old
Earle forge, in Pequannock township, Morris county. Ore was dls-

covered here, and some mining done by the London Company prior
to the :Revolution. It was reopened and worked a little by Mr.
Ryerson about sixteen years ago. There are five openings; of which
the deepest is 30 feet. The vdr_ is rather narrow, being only 2½ to
3 feet wide. It dips 60° south, 65° east. The analysis gave the
following results :

Matter insoluble in acid .................................... 8.10 per cent.
Magnetite ...................................................... 89.33 "
Titanic acid ................................................... 1.50 "

Phosphoric acid .............................................. Traces.
Sulphur .......................................................... None.
Manganese ................................................... None.

Or,

Metallic iron .................................................. 64.69 per cent.
Phosphorus ................................................... Traces.
Sulphur ....................................................... None.
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These figures are quite unusual and remarkable in analyses of iron

ores of this Highlands region. Is is not only a rich ore, it oont_ins

nothing detrimental to the charact, er of iron which may be made
from it. It ought to do for steel. Tiffs remarkable character ex-

• plains this notice of an old locality. Bach ores are worthy of att_n-

r tion at all times, and particularly in these days of stagnation in iron

mining. The analysis suggests further work upon this line for the
determination of the capabilities of our ores, for it may be that in

neglecting this we arc leaving mines and ores which cocld be profit-

ably worked.

5. _ickel and Cobalt. Two specimens of pyrltlferoue rock sent

to the laboratory from Chester, Morris county, have been examined
for nickel and cobalt, and found to contain small quantities of these

metals. One of these was found on the farm of Win. H. Sharp, between

Chester and Peapack, the other on lands of John D. Evans, near

Chester. The rock in both specimens holds t]_c white pyrites, or

_[_ marcasite, in very thin veins irregularly traversing it, and thismineral carries these metals, but in too small amounts for their

profitable extraction. The Survey has received repeated notices* of
the discovery of nickel ores, and it has made several examinations of

mmh specimens supposed to contain working percentages, but so far |
they have proved to be nothing more than ordinary pyrite, with
trace8 only of this metal. And from these it would seem as if this

metal, as also cobalt, are not at all uncommon in much of the pyriti-

ferous rock of the country. :But these result_ do not all argue

against the probability of yet discovering niccelifcrous ores, and in

some such form or combination as those here received. It may be
proper to add. here, that the nieeoliferous pyrite, the more common
ore of this metal, is mineralogically known as niocolite, which is

whiter than our common pyrite.

6. Magnesian _Lime_tons, quarried near the works at Oxford

Furnace, Warren county. This specimen of blue limestone was

analyzed carefully, in order to ascertain its value as a flux in making
iron. The results of the analysis were as follows :

* Nors.--Since the above wan written a specimen supposed to contain nickel, from near Potts-

ville, h_ been received and examined The rock contained a very small percentage of pFrlte,
and this contained a trace only of nickel, showing lee._ in the whole rock than can be detected

bF delicate chemical tests.
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Carbonate of lime ........................................................ 50.30

Carboln_te of m_gnesia ................................................ 42.40
Alumin,_ .................................................................. 0.33

Ferric oxide .............................................................. 0.97"

Phosphoric acid .......................................................... 0.18
Silicic acid and quartz ................................................. 5.50

Total ................................................................ 99.68

It does not differ materially from the average of the blue magne-

sian lime stones, of the northern p_rt of the State, and is a true

dolomitie stone. The phosphoric acid, which may yield its phos-

phorus to the iron made in using such stone, is comparatively small
in amount, less than the average found in our magnetic iron ores,

and it ought to be a good flux in blast furnace work.

7. Infusorial Earth. Another deposit or bed of this earth was

discovered lately, near Andover, Sussex county, and a specimen sent

to the laboratory by E. Wright, of that village. The locality has
not been visited. Other deposits have been reported, but nothing is

known of them. There has been some inquiry for infusorial earth

i for making artificial stone and silicate of soda. It is also employed
Jn the manut_acture of dynamite or giant powder. Those interested

in searching for deposits of this earth, or seeking for supplies, are
referred to a notice of the Drakesville bed, and some general account
of the occurrence, u_ &e., of infusoria| earth, on pp. 54-56, of the

Geological Survey Report for 1875.
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